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Executive summary 

This project focused on the optimisation and physical design of a primary suspension component, i.e. 

the trailing arm bush, with the aim to reduce the primary yaw stiffness (PYS). A typical high-speed 

passenger railway vehicle, Mark 4 Coach, has been adopted for this study. Compared with the HALL® 

(a commercial hydraulic trailing arm bush) used on the Mark 4 Coach, the proposed designs will further 

reduce the rail surface damage and therefore further reduce the track access charge. 

In this project, simulations are carried out using the multi-body dynamics tool, VAMPIRE®. The model 

from the Vehicle Track Interaction Strategic Model (VTISM) vehicle library ‘BogiePassenger_45t_40 

yaw.veh’ has been used to represent the Mark 4 coach. With the use of MATLAB®’s Optimisation 

Toolbox, systematic optimisations on primary lateral and longitudinal suspensions (separately) have 

been carried out, to achieve the lowest PYS whilst maintaining similar level of ride quality as the 

default vehicle. The networks consisting of inertance, stiffness and damping have been investigated 

in the lateral or longitudinal primary suspensions. 

The project team has obtained an optimum longitudinal suspension network (without inertance) with 

zero longitudinal static stiffness, allowing a 97% PYS reduction. A significantly lower T𝛾 in curves 

could be achieved with this solution compared with the default and the HALL® cases. All the assessed 

performances, such as ride comfort, stability and curving, have been found to be satisfactory, apart 

from the increased suspension deflection for tight curves. 

In this project, integrated rubber-hydraulic designs have been developed to realise the optimised 

networks. The project team has proposed a framework for integrated rubber-hydraulic bush design, 

which can systematically realise beneficial network-represented properties with the tailored stiffness, 

damping and inertance, satisfying specific physical design constraints. Specifically, a physical design 

denoted as S1X with 1.6MN/m longitudinal static stiffness (Mark 4 Coach HALL®’s longitudinal 

stiffness: 3.9MN/m) has been successfully developed. This design has the identical size as the HALL®, 

satisfying all performance and physical design requirements (including the stroke requirement), and 

can be directly fitted into Mark 4 coach. Using nonlinear network-based model in VAMPIRE®, this S1X 

design has shown a 39% Variable Usages Charge (VUC) reduction with a simulation-based 

performance verification. This is significantly larger than the 27% VUC reduction achieved by the 

HALL® for Mark 4 coaches. 

A near-zero longitudinal stiffness (0.2MN/m) can be achieved via a physical design denoted as 

S1X_near0, leading to further T𝜸 reduction and satisfying all performance constraints. It has been 

calculated that this S1X_near0 design has the same diameter as the current HALL and needs a 20% 

length increase (180mm for S1X_near0, 150mm for HALL). Based on the Mark 4 bogie drawings, it 

has been found that there is a 40mm clearance between the bush shaft end and the wheel. Therefore, 

the S1X_near0 design has the potential to be fitted into a Mark 4 coach. However, it will be necessary 

to carry out further investigations (on component tolerances and axle movements) and introduce 

modifications to the bush mounting points of the bogie.   

For the physical designs obtained in this project, the components used have been designed with 

consideration of sufficient durability compared with the HALL® and traditional bushes. However, 

exact life expectancy can only be provided via prototyping and fatigue tests, which has been 

proposed as recommended next steps. 

A note on the developed physical designs: Due to confidentiality, the detailed designs of enhanced 

trailing arm bush have been included in a separate document, ‘Physical designs of enhanced trailing 

arm bush’.  To access this document, please get in touch with RSSB for a relevant procedure to be 

sorted out.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The rail surface damage caused by wheel-rail contact forces during curving makes a significant 

contribution to the overall cost of maintaining railway track surface. One way of reducing the rail wear 

is to reduce the vehicle’s PYS as the wheelsets will a have better radial alignment in curves and the 

energy loss due to the friction would be reduced, along with maintenance costs [1]. However, a 

reduced PYS could contribute to its instability, which increases the lateral acceleration of the vehicle 

and worsens the passengers’ ride experience; in extreme cases vehicle instability can lead to a 

derailment. Previous research has been carried out to achieve a better trade-off between rail surface 

damage and ride quality with both passive and active control methods [2-3]. Passive methods are still 

widely used in real-life applications due to their design simplicity, high reliability and low cost. 

Recently, a novel passive trailing arm bush, the HALL®1, has been used on some rail vehicles. Such a 

device incorporates high hydraulic damping into its longitudinal configuration and low longitudinal 

static stiffness, leading to a significant rail surface damage reduction while maintaining a satisfactory 

level of ride quality [4].  

An inerter is a novel element for vibration control of mechanical systems [5]. With the use of the 

inerter, the range of achievable passive absorbers consisting of stiffness, damping and inertance can 

be significantly enlarged. Using network synthesis theory, e.g. structure-immittance approach [6], the 

benefits of enhanced passive vibration absorbers have been identified for various applications, such 

as road vehicles [7], buildings [8,9], wind turbines [10] and aircraft landing gear [11]. For railway 

vehicles, the improvements of including suspensions with tailored stiffness, damping and inertance 

has been demonstrated. For example, it has been found that for a simple two-axle vehicle model, 

modified primary lateral suspensions with tailored stiffness, damping and inertance could enable the 

PYS to be reduced significantly without any deterioration in the ride comfort [12].  

The previous research [13,14] only investigated the potential of modified primary lateral suspension 

with tailored stiffness, damping and inertance in terms of PYS reduction.  It is not known whether the 

PYS could be further reduced compared to the HALL® by optimising the primary longitudinal 

suspension. In addition, those studies only focused on the identification of beneficial mechanical 

networks while there is limited research on the physical realisation of such networks, taking account 

of real-life implementation.  

1.2 Aims and findings from previous projects (Phase 1) 

(a) RSSB Project (COF-UOH-20): This project aimed to develop the inerter model in standard railway 
vehicle dynamics simulation tools, such as VAMPIRE®. It has been shown that the established inerter 
model in VAMPIRE® can successfully produce the desirable properties of an ideal inerter element, i.e. 
the generated force is proportional to the relative acceleration between its two terminals. Note that 
here only the ideal inerter property is modelled, without considering the side effects of the physical 
implementation, such as the parasitic damping. 
 
(b) IRR/110/185: This project aimed to demonstrate the feasibility of integrating inertance into 
primary lateral suspension to reduce PYS without compromising ride quality. The analysis was based 
on a Vampire® vehicle model from the Vehicle Track Interaction Strategic Model (VTISM) vehicle 
library: ‘BogiePassenger_39t_15yaw.veh’. The vehicle model has weight of 39 tonnes and the yaw 

 
1 https://www.trelleborg.com/en/anti-vibration-solutions/products--and--solutions/rail--and--mass--transit--
solutions/hall--bearing 

https://www.trelleborg.com/en/anti-vibration-solutions/products--and--solutions/rail--and--mass--transit--solutions/hall--bearing
https://www.trelleborg.com/en/anti-vibration-solutions/products--and--solutions/rail--and--mass--transit--solutions/hall--bearing
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stiffness of 15 MN/m, with the maximum operational speed 75 mph. The results showed an optimum 
inertance-integrated primary lateral suspension could provide a 50% reduction in PYS, leading to a 
10% VUC reduction for the considered vehicle. 

These two projects have demonstrated using the enhanced primary suspension could lead to 
significant rail surface damage reduction. However, the optimisations focused on a low-speed vehicle 
(operational speed as 75mph) and it is worthwhile to investigating whether, for a high-sped vehicle, 
an enhanced primary suspension can provide more rail wear reduction. Besides, the analysis was 
based on the simulation approach while not considering the physical design of these suspensions.  
 

1.3 Aims and methodology for the current project (Phase 2) 

This project aims to propose a physical design of an optimised primary suspension component, i.e. the 

trailing arm bush, to minimise the PYS without compromising the ride comfort for a typical high-speed 

passenger railway vehicle, the Mark 4 Coach.  

In this project, the primary lateral and longitudinal suspension components will be optimised 

(separately) to minimise the PYS without compromising the ride comfort performance. Candidate 

suspension layouts with predetermined complexities will be proposed using network-synthesis 

approach. The co-optimisation has been carried out, using MATLAB® Optimisation Toolbox which 

assigns the suspension parameters to VAMPIRE®  and calls VAMPIRE® to simulate the vehicle 

dynamics, and then carry out the optimisation to find the optimal suspension components that can 

achieve the smallest PYS whilst maintaining the ride quality. 

Based on the optimisation, beneficial networks2  for primary suspension will be proposed. Then, 

physical design concepts of the identified beneficial networks will be proposed considering physical 

implementation constraints, such as size and packaging. The performance of the proposed design will 

be verified using simulation with realistic numerical models of the proposed design. 

2. Optimisation of primary suspension 

In this section, the systematic optimisation of the primary suspension in the lateral and longitudinal 

directions (separately) will be presented. The optimisation procedure, including the cost function and 

performance constraints, will be firstly introduced, following the optimisation results and the relevant 

performance assessments. 

2.1 Objective Functions and Constraints 

The railway vehicle used for this project is the four-axle Vehicle Track Interaction Strategic Model 

(VTISM) BogiePassenger_45t_40yaw.veh’ model which has a maximum operational speed of 125 mph. 

The vehicle has the weight of 45 tonnes and PYS of 40 MN/rad, which is a representative VAMPIRE® 

model for the Mark 4 coach.  

A detailed plan view for the bogie has been shown in Figure 1, where only the primary suspension 

components that act in the horizontal plane are shown (longitudinal, lateral and yaw). The layout in 

the blue box marked  is the trailing arm bush acting in the longitudinal direction (which will be 

subsequently referred as ‘primary longitudinal suspension’), and the red box marked  is the lateral 

contribution of the trailing arm bush (referred as ‘primary lateral suspension’), both  and  will be 

optimised separately. The aim of the project is to reduce the PYS, which comes from the static 

 
2 Note that here the networks are regarded as ‘beneficial’ if they can provide significant PYS reduction without 
compromising the ride quality. 
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longitudinal stiffness of the trailing arm bush 𝐾𝑑𝑥 and the longitudinal stiffness of the primary vertical 

spring acting in shear 𝐾𝑏𝑥, which is shown in Eq 1. 

𝑃𝑌𝑆 = 2𝑎(𝐾𝑏𝑥 + 𝑘𝑑𝑥)                                                             (1) 

where 𝑎 represents the semi-wheelbase for each bogie. For the chosen passenger vehicle, the total 

PYS is 40 MN/rad with 1.14 MN/m from the vertical spring acting in shear and 38.86 MN/m from the 

trailing arm bush. As the longitudinal stiffness of the vertical spring arises from the shear stiffness and 

cannot be modified and is much smaller compared with 𝐾𝑑𝑥 , therefore, the cost function to be 

minimised will be the static longitudinal stiffness of the trailing arm bush (𝐾𝑑𝑥). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. A schematic of one bogie in the VTISM four-axle vehicle model. Suspension 

in blue and red boxes are the default primary longitudinal and lateral stiffness and 

damping components of the trailing arm bush. X refers to the longitudinal direction 

(direction of travel), Y the lateral direction, and W the yaw rotation. 

For the optimisation, when the PYS is minimised, it is also necessary to make sure that the passenger’s 

ride comfort should not be compromised significantly. To assess the ride comfort performance, the 

Root Mean Square (RMS) of carbody lateral acceleration representing the level of ride comfort is 

compared with the default vehicle performance. The vehicle model is simulated along a straight track 

(the first 4000 metres of ‘Track200’ from VAMPIRE® library) with various irregularities in all directions. 

The square root creep law is used in the VAMPIRE® model for simulation as it is more precise than the 

linear creep law while not as time consuming as the non-linear contact profile. The non-linear contact 

models are used for performance assessment after optimisation. Combined operation conditions of 

three different speeds (75/100/125 mph) and four types of square root wheel-rail contact conicities 

(0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5), forming a total of twelve cases, are considered. The RMS of carbody lateral 

acceleration for the total twelve cases are obtained for each optimisation iteration to guarantee a 

thorough analysis of the vehicle’s ride comfort performance. The constraints on ride comfort for the 

optimisation of primary lateral/longitudinal suspension are set to allow a 5% increase in the RMS of 

carbody lateral acceleration at 125mph while allowing a 10% increase for the other eight cases. 

MATLAB® is used to perform the optimisations (using Generic Algorithms such as Patternsearch and 

Particle Swarm Optimisation) and calls VAMPIRE® to perform the simulations and obtain the RMS 

𝐾𝑑𝑥 Longitudinal static 
stiffness 

𝐾𝑠𝑥 Longitudinal dynamic 
stiffness 

𝐶𝑠𝑥 Longitudinal damping 

𝐾𝑏𝑥 Longitudinal stiffness 
from shear spring 

𝐾𝑑𝑦 Lateral static stiffness 

𝐾𝑠𝑦 Lateral dynamic 
stiffness 

𝐶𝑠𝑦 Lateral damping 

𝐾𝑏𝑦 Lateral stiffness from 
shear spring 

a Semi-lateral spacing of 
longitudinal suspension 

connections 

L Wheelset spacing 
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accelerations for each iteration.  In each iteration, the PYS and the suspension values are allowed to 

change. 

2.2 Candidate layouts using network synthesis 

Candidate layouts for primary suspensions are chosen using the network synthesis technique named 

as the ‘Structure-Immittance approach’ [15]. This approach enables all potential passive networks 

with a predetermined complexity to be explored in a systematic manner. For simplicity of design and 

manufacture, networks with up to three elements, here one inerter, one damper and one spring (in 

red colour), are considered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The default S1 network (a), and two generic networks G1 (b) and G2 (c) 

Figures 2 (a), (b) and (c) show the default network, and two generic networks which cover all 9 layouts 

consisting of one inerter, one damper and one spring. Within each network, the static spring K is the 

lateral or longitudinal static stiffness. The inerter, damper and one of the springs are optimised while 

the rest of springs should be zero or infinity. These generic networks will be incorporated into the 

vehicle model to replace the conventional primary suspension in the longitudinal ( in Figure 1) and 

lateral ( in Figure 2) directions separately, and systematic optimisations over them will be 

performed. 

2.3 Optimisation on Primary Lateral Suspension 

Using the optimisation procedure and candidate layouts introduced in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the 

primary lateral suspension layouts were optimised. Note that for the lateral static stiffness, the 

properties in other directions of the primary suspension were kept the same as the default setup. It 

was found that the obtained optimal layout (Figure 3 (b)) with parameters listed in Table 1, allows the 

longitudinal static stiffness to be reduced to 6.1 MN/m (the default is 19.43 MN/m), resulting in a total 

66.6% reduction to PYS. 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 3: (a) The default S1 network. And (b) The optimal inertance-integrated lateral network S2. 
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Table 1: Optimised parameter values for optimal inertance-integrated layouts, the default and optimised S1 

layout 

 

 Ksy (MN/m) Csy (kN/m) b (kg) Kdx (MN/m) PYS 
(%) 

PYS 
reduction 
(%) 

Default (S1Y) 9.715 4.8575 - 19.43 100 -  
Opt S1Y 1.000 50 - 17.53 90.5 9.5 
Opt S2Y 9.940 50 6758.8 6.10 33.4 66.6 

 

Figure 4 has shown the detailed passenger ride comfort performance under different running speeds 

and conicities, in terms of the RMS carbody lateral acceleration. From this figure, it can be found that, 

with a significant reduction in the PYS, the ride comfort performance for the optimal layout S2Y has 

not been compromised, and the new layout can even bring some benefits to the ride comfort for the 

low conicity cases and high speed cases. Note that the assessments have been carried out using the 

square root creep law. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: The ride comfort comparison in terms of RMS carbody lateral acceleration for S1 default, S1 optimised and S2 

optimised at (a) conicity 0.05. (b) conicity 0.1. (c) conicity 0.3. (d) conicity 0.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: The stability performance comparison between S1 default and S2 optimised. 
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Table 2: Optimised parameter values for optimal longitudinal layouts, the 

default and HALL® layout 

Figure 6: The 

longitudinal 

suspension network 

(S1X) 

Stability performance of the vehicle using the optimised S1Y and inertance-integrated layout S2Y has 

also been checked to see whether it has been compromised. For this check, the vehicle is set to run 

on the straight track for 1000 metres with irregularities during first 180 metres (stability.dat from 

VAMPIRE® library track). The vehicle starts from an unstable speed, and then from 200 metres to 1000 

metres ramp down to a very small speed gradually. The distance for the vehicle to settle down, when 

the wheelset lateral acceleration is within a threshold, is shown in Figure 5. The S2Y layout takes a 

shorter distance to become stable compared with the default, which is promising. 

2.4 Optimisation on Primary Longitudinal Suspension 

The optimised primary lateral suspension S2 has significantly reduced the PYS while maintaining the 

passenger’s ride comfort. However, the S2Y layout could not provide as much PYS reduction as the 

HALL® used on the Mark 4 Coach which has longitudinal static stiffness of 3.9 MN/m. Hence, analysis 

on optimising primary longitudinal suspension has been carried out to see whether the PYS can be 

further reduced. 

2.4.1 Results  

The candidate layouts, which were implemented in the longitudinal direction of the trailing arm bush 

(the properties in other directions were kept as default), have been optimised.   

 

 

 Kdx 
(MN/
m) 

Ksx 
(MN/m) 

Csx 
(MN/m) 

PYS 
(%) 

PYS reduction 
(%) 

Default (S1X) 9.715 38.86 19.43 100 -  

Opt S1X 0.000 16.42 6686 2.85 97.15 

HALL® X 3.900 25.00 6563 22.0 78.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: The ride comfort comparison in terms of RMS carbody lateral acceleration for S1 default, HALL® and optimised 

S1X at (a) 0.1. (b) 0.3. (c) 0.5 equivalent conicity. 
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The results obtained are quite surprising, as the optimisation using the default S1 layout but 

introducing a large damping and series stiffness effect could already reduce the static longitudinal 

stiffness to zero. The comparison of parameters for the optimised longitudinal S1 layout, the default 

layout and a typical HALL® (parameters from [4]) is given in Table 2. Since the optimised S1X layout 

could reduce the 𝐾𝑑𝑥  to zero, the total PYS will only come from the longitudinal stiffness of the 

primary vertical spring acting in shear. Note that there is no need to analyse other networks further 

as they would not provide further improvements for PYS reduction while introducing more design 

complexity. 

In Figure 7, the ride comfort comparison is presented which shows no significant compromise at high 

speed with a zero static stiffness in the trailing arm bush (S1X). The same stability check as introduced 

in Section 2.3 has been carried out for the performance comparison between the default layout, 

HALL® and the optimised S1X. It can be seen that the vehicle with the S1X layout has a similar stability 

performance compared with the HALL® (Figure 8). To gain a more thorough stability assessment, 

another stability check, which finds the vehicle’s critical speed with the optimised S1X, has also been 

carried out, see Appendix A.1 for more details. Note that all the assessments and checks in Figure 7, 

8, 9, 10 and 11 were simulated using measured wheel profiles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The stability performance comparison between S1 default, HALL® and optimised S1X. 

 

2.4.2 𝑇𝛾 reduction comparison 

The 𝑇𝛾  of the S1X layout has also been assessed, along with the default layout and the HALL®. 𝑇𝛾 is 

made up from the wheel-rail creep forces multiplied by the wheel-rail creepages in three directions 

(longitudinal, lateral and spin). 𝑇𝛾 is an important measure for vehicle performance as it has direct 

relationship with the track maintenance cost, namely the marginal cost of rail surface damage, which 

is included in the Variable Usage Charge (VUC), based on the 𝑇𝛾 values across a range with results 

weighted based on the distribution of curve radii across the railway network.  

Figure 9 shows the 𝑇𝛾 comparison for the vehicle with different primary suspensions and curving at 

equilibrium speeds along rail, with curving radius equal to 200 metres (Figure 9 (a)) and 1000 metres 

(Figure 9 (b)). During a tight curve, the wheelset will experience large contact force at the flange, and 

because the vehicle has been assessed on a rail curving to the right, the wheel-rail contact force and 

the rail surface damage on the left wheel flange will become dominant. Hence only the 𝑇𝛾 caused by 

left flange contact is compared in Figure 9(a). On the other hand, during a moderate curve, the main 

surface damage and contact force comes from the tread contact between the rail and left wheel, so 

the  𝑇𝛾 by left tread contact is compared in Figure 9(b). For both curving cases, it can be seen that the 

optimised S1X solution provides a significant 𝑇𝛾 reduction compared with the default and HALL® cases. 
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The most severe curving case, i.e. a 200 metres radius curve and running at speed of 40 mph with a 

100 mm applied cant and 110 mm cant deficiency, is also considered to assess the vehicle 

performance. Similarly, the left wheel flange of the leading wheelset (Wheelset 1) will be dominant 

and S1X provides the smallest 𝑇𝛾. For the trailing wheelset (Wheelset 2), the flange contact occurs for 

S1X and the 𝑇𝛾  of S1X (around 90) is larger than the default and the HALL® (see Appendix A.2). 

However, the 𝑇𝛾  for wheelset 2 is much smaller than for wheelset 1. Hence, S1X still provides 

significant 𝑇𝛾 reduction compared to the default and the HALL®. For this case, all the other assessed 

performance measures were satisfactory (see Appendix A.2 for more details), except the suspension 

deflections which will be discussed in Section 2.4.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: The 𝑇𝛾 comparison between S1 default, HALL® and optimised S1X at (a) 200 metres radius curve. (b) 1000 metres 

radius curve. 

2.4.3 Trade-off Between Bush Deflection & PYS 

Figures 10 (a) and (b) show the trailing arm bush deflections in the lateral and longitudinal directions 

respectively in the worst case, i.e. a 200 metres radius curve and a running speed of 40 mph with a 

100 mm applied cant and 110 mm cant deficiency. The longitudinal bush deflection for the optimised 

S1X layout in Figure 10 (b) shows a significant increase compared with the default layout and the 

HALL®, which could be a concern. As considering the size of rubber, shaft and helical tube integration, 

it will be highly unlikely for the longitudinal deflection to be accommodated by the bush with the 

existing size limits for the Mark 4 Coach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: The suspension deflection comparison between S1 default, HALL® and optimised S1X during 200 metres radius 

curve (a) Lateral deflection. (b) Longitudinal deflection 
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It is useful to examine the bush deflection in relation to the PYS value. Figure 11 shows how the bush 

deflection changes when the longitudinal static stiffness (𝐾𝑑𝑥) is increased. Figure 11 (b) shows the 

significant reduction in the suspension longitudinal displacement as the 𝐾𝑑𝑥  increases, while the 

influence on the suspension lateral displacement is relatively smaller (Figure 11 (a)).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: The suspension deflection comparison with different 𝐾𝑑𝑥 values during 200 metres radius curve (a) Lateral 

deflection. (b) Longitudinal deflection. 

3. Physical Design of S1X 

Similar to the HALL®, in this project, the identified beneficial network configuration S1X has been 

realised using an integrated rubber-hydraulic device. In this section, a framework for integrated 

rubber-hydraulic bush design is developed, which can systematically realise a beneficial network with 

the tailored stiffness, damping and inertance properties, satisfying given physical design constraints. 

The project team has proposed novel designs for both optimised lateral S2Y and longitudinal S1X 

suspensions. However, as the numerical S1X solution has achieved zero longitudinal static stiffness, 

which can more significantly reduce 𝑇𝛾 than S2Y and the existing HALL®, only the S1X design will be 

presented in this section. Readers may refer to Appendix A.3 and the document ‘Enhanced trailing 

arm bush designs’ for the physical designs of S2Y. 

3.1 Design Targets 

It has been showed in Figure 10 that by increasing the longitudinal static stiffness, the longitudinal 

bush deflection could be significantly reduced with a small increase in lateral stiffness. Considering 

the total allowable volume of the trailing arm bush for the Mark 4 Coach, a longitudinal static stiffness 

of 1-2 MN/m would be the design target, allowing a significant PYS reduction while posing more 

relaxed stroke requirement than the zero-stiffness solution. Figure 12 shows the desired suspension 

networks of the physical trailing arm bush in different directions and Table 3 shows the design 

parameter targets in all the directions. Note that for these design targets, the longitudinal and lateral 

properties should be strictly followed as any small changes would influence the vehicle performance, 

while the properties in the other directions are found not to greatly affect the performance. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: The suspension layouts of the optimised trailing arm bush in longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions. 
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Table 3: Summary of the desirable properties for the trailing arm bush to be realised 

 

3.2 Design Framework  

The design framework for the integrated rubber-hydraulic bush to realise a specific mechanical 

network configuration is presented in Figure 13. Firstly, the network synthesis theory, i.e. structure-

immittance approach in this project, will be employed to explore a wide range of suspension networks 

with predetermined numbers of spring, damper and inerter. The optimum network which could 

deliver significant performance advantages will be identified. Note this part has been introduced in 

Section 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: The design framework in realising optimised suspension layout with desired parameters 

 

Then, the second step is to design the physical configuration which can realise the desirable network 

topology, namely, the specified connection between stiffness, damping and inertance. For example, 

the damping effect could be realised via an orifice, inertance via a helical tube, and the stiffness could 

be realised in terms of rubber or coil springs. Based on the physical configuration, a mechanical 

network model including the parasitic effects, such as the damping effect produced by a helical tube, 

will be developed. The next step, Step 3, is to realise the network properties using an integrated 

 X 
(longitudinal) 

Y (lateral) Z (vertical) Rx (roll) Ry (pitch) Rz (yaw) 

Kd (MN/m), 
(MN/rad) 

1-2 4.8575 19.43 0 0.01214 0 

Cs (kN/m), 
(kN/rad) 

6686 4.8575 19.43 0 0.97 0 

Ks (MN/m), 
(MN/rad) 

16.42 9.715 38.86 0 0.024 0 
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rubber-hydraulic device and identify the design parameters. A generalisable nonlinear model taking 

nonlinear component properties into account can be developed. Here the term ‘generalisable’ 

indicates the model is able to sufficiently accurately characterise the terminal behaviour while 

allowing its design parameters to vary within their pre-defined ranges. This model can be established 

using different means, such as analytical equations or multi-physics modelling software like Simscape 

or Amesim. Finite Element Analysis may also be used to predict the dynamics. Using this model, 

accurate dynamic behaviour of the proposed design could be simulated, and the design parameters 

could be tuned to fit the dynamics achieved by the target network. The constraints in volume, weight 

and lifespan should also be considered during the tuning process in this step. If the step 2 and 3 cannot 

produce a solution, a wider range of schematic network possibilities should be considered in Step 1 

until a solution is found to realise the network topology and properties.  

Once a physical design is achieved, there should be a further step to assess the design, to see if all 

performance measures (e.g. ride comfort, stability, bush deflection, etc.) are satisfactory. This step 

will be done using simulation-based performance verification in VAMPIRE®. Finally, with this proposed 

design methodology, an integrated rubber-hydraulic bush can therefore be configured to deliver 

optimal dynamic performance to the specific system. 

3.3 Physical Design  

Since the target longitudinal and lateral network topologies are similar to those of the HALL®, 

investigation on whether the target parameters could be realised by the HALL® itself was carried out. 

It was concluded that the target properties cannot be realised by the HALL® within the same overall 

dimensions. This is because the inclined rubber in the HALL® provides lateral/longitudinal static 

stiffness with about a 1:1 ratio, while our target is about 4:1; besides, the rubber in the vertical 

direction always contributes to the longitudinal static stiffness for the conventional HALL® design. 

Therefore, a new physical design needs to be developed in order to achieve low longitudinal static 

stiffness while maintaining a high level of lateral and vertical stiffnesses. Also, the physical constraints 

should be satisfied, i.e. the total volume should be no greater than the existing HALL® used in the MK4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: The outside look of designed physical configuration 

Figure 14 shows the external appearance of the final physical configuration in realising the S1X layout 

(the size is identical to the HALL® used for Mark 4 Coach). Below are some introductory remarks about 

this design, which due to confidentiality, is not described in full detail in the main body of the report. 

Please refer to the document ‘Enhanced trailing arm bush designs’ for detailed information. 

Figure 15 illustrates the process of realising the target network topology in the longitudinal direction. 

Figure 15 (a) shows the beneficial longitudinal mechanical network to be designed. The network 

topology realisation is divided into two separate parts. The layout in black colour in Figure 15 (a) is 

realised by a pure rubber plate where the properties are obtained using Finite Element Analysis. The 
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properties in blue colour are realised using a hydraulic network shown in Figure 15 (b), where the 

dynamic stiffness 𝐾𝑠𝑥 is realised by the volumetric stiffness of the fluid chamber, and the damping 

effect is realised through a fluid passageway. The schematic for the total network is shown in Figure 

12 (c), where 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are the chamber compliance with the unit of m3/Pa and are the reciprocals 

of the chamber volumetric stiffnesses. 𝐼ℎ and 𝑅ℎ are the fluid passageway inertance and damping, 𝐴𝑝 

is the effective piston area and 𝑘𝑦 is the static spring stiffness provided by the rubber. Figure 15 (d) 

shows the equivalent mechanical network with parasitic effect: the fluid passageway which produces 

high damping would also contribute to an inertance connected in parallel (however, due to the large 

damping, the addition of inertance will not affect the dynamic performance of the layout). The 

hydraulic-mechanical coupling equations are given in Figure 15, hence the parameters of the 

mechanical suspension are given by: 

𝑘𝑠𝑥 = 𝐴𝑝
2 𝐶1+𝐶2

𝐶1𝐶2
                                                                    (2) 

𝑐𝑠𝑥 = 𝐴𝑝
2 𝑅ℎ                                                                       (3) 

𝑏𝑠𝑥 = 𝐴𝑝
2 𝐼ℎ                                                                        (4) 

Figure 16 shows the realised suspension layouts of the trailing arm bush in different directions. Table 

4 summarises the realised properties obtained from a FEM analysis, and the targets. It has been found 

the longitudinal static stiffness lies in the desirable range. The implemented damping force in the 

realistic design is a nonlinear function of the input velocity. But the realised longitudinal dynamic 

stiffness is lower than the target. This is because both the static and dynamic stiffness are provided by 

one piece of rubber, the dynamic stiffness produced by rubber chamber deformation (due to fluid 

compression) decreases as the static stiffness decreases. Besides, another novelty of this design is that 

it can also achieve a large vertical stiffness while contributing a near-zero shear stiffness component 

in the longitudinal direction, which is very difficult to achieve using the conventional HALL®.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: The physical design procedure. (a) Equivalent mechanical network. (b) Hydraulic network. (c) Schematic plot. (d) 

Physical configuration 
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Figure 16: The suspension layouts of the optimised trailing arm bush in longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions. 

Table 4: Comparison of the suspension parameters between realised design and the targets 

 X (longitudinal) Y (lateral) Z (vertical) 

 Target Realised Target Realised Target Realised 

Kd (MN/m) 1-2 1.6 4.8575 5.22 19.43 16 

Cs (kN/m) 6686 Nonlinear 4.8575 5.22 19.43 0 

Ks (MN/m) 16.42 14.4 9.715 10.44 38.86 0 

 

4. Performance Verification (S1X, 1.6MN/m) 

In this section, the performance of the proposed design in Section 3 is verified in VAMPIRE®. A 

nonlinear mechanical network which could demonstrate the nonlinear dynamics of the physical design 

was developed and implemented as a trailing arm bush in the VAMPIRE® vehicle model. The vehicle 

dynamics, including the ride comfort and stability performances, were then assessed and found to be 

satisfactory using this design.  

4.1  Nonlinear network model based on physical design 

The nonlinear network model shown in Figure 15 and parameters in Table 4 were incorporated into a 

VAMPIRE® trailing arm bush model. Figure 17 (a) shows the damping property for the realised 𝑐𝑠𝑥, in 

particular the relationship between suspension velocity and the force through the suspension element 

is plotted. The implementation in VAMPIRE® for the nonlinear damping is given in Figure 17 (b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: (a) The curve showing relationship between velocity and force across the damper. (b) The implementation of 

nonlinear damping in VAMPRIE. 
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4.2 Performance assessment 

The vehicle ride comfort and stability performance with the developed nonlinear network model were 

simulated to check if they were satisfactory. Figure 18 shows that the passenger ride comfort 

performance has not been compromised. Instead, the increase in longitudinal and lateral static 

stiffness can actually help to improve the ride comfort performance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: The ride comfort comparison in terms of RMS carbody lateral acceleration for S1 default, HALL® and realised S1X 

(1.6MN/m) at (a) 0.1. (b) 0.3. (c) 0.5 equivalent conicity. 

For stability, Figure 19 (introduced in section 2.3.1) shows that at the highest conicity case (nonlinear 

equivalent conicity of 0.5), the stability performance of proposed S1X design still has not been 

compromised, and the required settling distance is relatively shorter than the conventional HALL®. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: The stability performance comparison with S1 default, HALL® and realised S1X (1.6MN/m). 
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4.3 T Gamma and VUC reduction  

In this section, the 𝑇𝛾  for the default suspension, HALL® and the realised S1X (using the nonlinear 

network model) are compared during curving. From Figure 20, comparing with the HALL®, there is a 

significant 𝑇𝛾 reduction provided by the realised suspension layout during both the tightest curve (200 

metres radius curve) and the moderate curve (1000 metres radius). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20: The 𝑇𝛾 comparison between S1 default, HALL® and realised S1X (1.6MN/m) at (a) 200 metres radius curve. (b) 

1000 metres radius curve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Variable Usages Charge comparison between optimised suspensions 

Furthermore, the VUC for the full range of layouts introduced in this project have been compared. The 

Network Rail Track Access Charge, known as the Variable Usage Charge (VUC) [1] is made up of charges 

allocated to track, signals, structures and surface damage. The surface damage in VUC is the one we 

are reducing and is calculated based on a vehicle curving performance, using the 𝑇𝛾  metric, across a 

range of curve radii.  The calculated surface damage is then weighted based on the curve radius 

distribution of the whole rail network. It can be seen from Figure 21, the proposed physical design S1X 
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(with 1.6 MN/m static stiffness) can deliver the maximum VUC reduction, 39%. This is significantly 

larger than the 27% VUC reduction achieved by the HALL® for Mark 4 coaches. 

5. A S1X_near0 design with 20% increase of device length 
Apart from the physical design S1X (1.6MN/m) proposed in Sections 3 and 4, a near-zero longitudinal 
static stiffness concept design (S1X_near0) has also been proposed. This design would require the 
physical dimensions larger than the current HALL®.  

Figure 22 illustrates the process of realising the target network topology in the longitudinal direction 

using S1X_near0. Figure 22 (a) shows the beneficial longitudinal mechanical network to be designed. 

The longitudinal static stiffness 𝐾𝑑𝑥 is realised by pure rubber where the properties are obtained using 

FEM analysis. The property in blue is realised using a hydraulic network shown in Figure 22(b). The 

schematic for the S1X_near0 design is shown in Figure 22(c). The fluid in the two chambers being 

compressed through a fluid passageway, which contains a block with an orifice and two connected 

stiffnesses 𝐾𝑠𝑥1 and 𝐾𝑠𝑥2. The block will move due to the exerted hydraulic force, hence 𝐾𝑠𝑥1 and 

𝐾𝑠𝑥2 working together to provide the longitudinal dynamic stiffness 𝐾𝑠𝑥. The fluid flowing through the 

orifice will then produce high damping effect in series of the dynamic stiffness. The equivalent 

mechanical network realised by this schematic is identical with the target network. Based on a FEM 

analysis on the rubber, the longitudinal static stiffness 𝐾𝑑𝑥 realised by S1X_near0 is 0.22 MN/m, and 

the lateral static stiffness 𝐾𝑑𝑦 = 5.5MN/m. 

 
Figure 22: The physical design procedure. (a) Equivalent mechanical network. (b) Hydraulic network. (c) Schematic plot. 

This design has the same diameter as the current HALL® but requires a 20% length increase compared 

with HALL® (180mm for S1X_near0, 150mm for Hall®). For a Mark 4 bogie, the S1X_near0 design then 

requires an additional 30mm bush fitting space in the axial direction (15mm for each side). Based on 

the detailed Mark 4 bogie drawings, it has been found that there is a 40mm clearance between the 

bush shaft end and the wheel. The project team therefore believes the S1X_near0 design has the 

potential to be fitted into a Mark 4 coach. However, it will be necessary to carry out further 

investigations (on component tolerances and axle movements) and introduce modifications to the 

bush mounting points of the bogie.   
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By implementing the realised stiffnesses in different directions and assuming the 𝐶𝑠𝑥 and 𝐾𝑠𝑥 can be 
realised, the performances of the S1X_near0 design has been assessed in Vampire. Figure 23 shows 
the  𝑇𝛾  comparison between HALL®, S1X (1.6MN/m) and the S1X_near0. With further decreased 

longitudinal static stiffness to 0.22 MN/m, the 𝑇𝛾 can be further reduced to minimise the rail surface 

damage. Note that other performances, such as ride comfort and stability, have also been found to be 
satisfactory.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23: The 𝑇𝛾 comparison between HALL® and S1X (1.6MN/m) and S1X_near0 at (a) 200 metres radius curve. (b) 1000 

metres radius curve. 

6. Conclusions & Recommended Next Steps 

This project proposed numerical solutions and a novel physical design of the trailing arm bush for Mark 

4 coaches, which can significantly reduce the PYS without compromising the ride comfort 

performance. The following specific achievements have been obtained:  

 A numerical solution with zero longitudinal static stiffness (97.2% PYS reduction), which leads to 

significant lower T𝛾 compared with the default and HALL® cases. All the assessed performance 

measures provided by this solution, such as ride comfort, stability and curving, are found to be 

satisfactory, except an increased suspension deflection during curving (tight curve), which cannot 

be accommodated in the existing bush size. 

 A design framework for integrated rubber-hydraulic bush, which can systematically realise 

beneficial network-represented properties with the tailored stiffness, damping and inertance, 

satisfying specific physical design constraints. 

 A novel integrated rubber-hydraulic design S1X to realise the obtained beneficial network with a 

1.6MN/m longitudinal static stiffness (Mark 4 Coach HALL®’s longitudinal stiffness: 3.9MN/m). 

This design has the identical size as the HALL®, which can be fitted directly into a Mark 4 coach,  

and satisfies all performance and physical design requirements (including the stroke 

requirement).  

 A 39% Variable Usages Charge (VUC) reduction obtained using a realistic network model of the 

proposed design in VAMPIRE®. This is significantly larger than the 27% VUC reduction achieved 

by the HALL® for Mark 4 coaches. 

 A near-zero longitudinal stiffness design (0.2MN/m) with the same radius and around 20% 

length increase (an additional 30mm) compared with the current HALL®, leading to further T𝜸 

reduction and satisfying all the performance constraints. The project team has concluded that 

this S1X_near0 design has the potential to be fitted into Mark 4 coach, however, it will be 

necessary to carry out further investigations and introduce modifications to the bush mounting 

points of the bogie. 
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 The rubber and metal components used in the physical designs have been designed with 

consideration of durability compared with the HALL® and traditional bushes. However, exact life 

expectancy can only be provided after prototyping and fatigue tests. 

Recommended next steps: The team’s long-term plan is to significantly reduce the track and wheel 

maintenance cost for the GB rail industry, by improved suspension designs for a wide range of vehicles. 

To achieve this, we propose the following next steps for Mark 4 coaches, to cultivate a strong 

demonstration to the GB rail industry.  

• To further refine the proposed integrated rubber-hydraulic bush design S1X considering different 

operation conditions, such as crossing and switches. 

• To further investigate the possibility of implementing S1X_near0 bush design into Mark 4 coach. 

• To design and manufacture a prototype for the designs. 

• To carry out component-level and device-level testing of the prototype for performance 

verification, including fatigue test.  

• To carry out on-bogie testing using the University of Huddersfield roller rig, HAROLD. 

• To carry out line testing at the Network Rail, Rail Innovation and Design Centre (RIDC) test track. 

We would also like to highlight that the suspension design methodology proposed in this project is 

applicable for other problems, such as freight vehicle cyclic top, yaw damper for high-speed stability, 

secondary suspension for ride comfort.  

7. Important Remarks 

 For the current project, the longitudinal static stiffness of the trailing arm bush can be reduced 

to zero without inertance. It should be noted that for different problem settings (e.g. different 

vehicle types, performance indices, constraints), the inerter element may be still essential. Some 

example benefits inerters may bring are 1) enabling smaller longitudinal stroke; 2) further 

enhancement of ride comfort; 3) enhance the vehicle high-speed stability [16].  

 It is also necessary to point out that all the assessments so far are using constant speed, without 

considering the traction/braking operations. Based on a rough calculation, a 0.12g 

emergency brake rate acting on a vehicle mass of 45t could cause a 6600N maximum longitudinal 

force on a single bush. The realised S1X design should be able to transmit such a maximum force 

with 1.6MN/m stiffness and the allowable stroke in the bush (~6mm).  

 There is also some literature [17, 18] investigating curving behaviour under high traction/braking. 

However, the steering group has confirmed that this is more relevant to the user cases with 

higher acceleration/deceleration (e.g. London Underground), which is not a current main concern 

for Network Rail. 
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Appendix 

A.1. Stability check: critical speed comparison 

The critical speed for vehicle with the optimised suspensions has been assessed. For this check, the 

vehicle is running on the pure straight rail for 1000 metres with irregularities during the first 180 

metres (stability.dat from VAMPIRE® library track). The vehicle running speed has been increased for 

each iteration until the maximum speed is found before vehicle starts to show limit-cycle motion, 

where this maximum speed will be regarded as the critical speed.  

Figure A1 shows the critical speeds for the optimal S1X layout (0MN/m) under different conicity cases, 

compared with the default vehicle and the HALL®. It shows that the vehicle with the S1X layout (Kdx 

= 0 MN/m) has a similar stability performance compared with the HALL®. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1: The critical speed comparison between S1 default, HALL Bush and S1X (Kdx = 0 MN/m). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A2: The critical speed comparison between S1 default, HALL Bush and the physical S1X design (Kdx = 1.6 MN/m). 

Figure A2 shows that at the highest conicity case (nonlinear equivalent conicity of 0.5), the critical 

speed for the proposed S1X design (Kdx = 1.6 MN/m) has been reduced to 126mph (compared to 135 

mph for the ideal S1X layout), 1 mph above the vehicle maximum operational speed. This is because 

it was not possible to achieve the target longitudinal series stiffness. This stability compromise could 

be resolved by introducing a higher-grade rubber with a slightly increased longitudinal stiffness (static 

and series). In addition, the probability of wheel-rail contacts with 0.5 equivalent conicity is relatively 
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low during operation (see Appendix A.4)3. Hence, this will not be a concern for the proposed design 

at this stage and will be addressed in the next phase. 

A.2. T Gamma comparison during the tightest curve (200m) for WS1 & WS2 

The worst curving case, i.e. a 200 metres radius and running at speed of 40 mph with a 100 mm applied 

cant and 110 mm cant deficiency4, has been considered here. The wheelset performance comparisons 

between the default suspension, S2Y, HALL® and S1X (Kdx=0MN/m) have been shown in Figures 

A3&A4. For wheelset 1 (the leading wheelset), it can be seen from Figures A3(a) and A4(a) that smaller 

PYS could reduce the wheelset lateral displacement (relative to the rail) and the angle of attack during 

curving. However, curving performances of tailing wheelset (wheelset 2), i.e. the lateral displacement 

(Figure A3 (b)) and angle of attack (Figure A4 (b)), have been deteriorated with S1X (Kdx=0MN/m) 

comparing with the other cases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A3: Wheelset lateral displacement during 200m curving (a) Wheelset 1. (b)Wheelset 2. 

 

 

Figure A4: Wheelset angle of attack during 200m curving (a) Wheelset 1. (b)Wheelset 2. 

The 𝑇𝛾 for both wheelsets have been demonstrated in Figure A5. For the Wheelset 1, the left wheel 

flange was dominant and S1X provides the smallest 𝑇𝛾. For Wheelset 2, the flange contact occurred 

for S1X and the corresponding 𝑇𝛾 is larger than the default and the HALL®. However, compared with 

 
3 Note that it is possible to limit the range of equivalent conicity that the vehicle will experience by re-profiling 
wheels more often.  This would increase the cost of wheelset maintenance, but if this enables significant 
savings in track access charge this could be a sensible trade off. 
4 The normal limiting design values for cant deficiency shall be 110 mm on plain line on continuous welded rail 
(CWR), according to GCRT5021. 
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the Wheelset 1, the 𝑇𝛾 for Wheelset 2 is much smaller. Hence, S1X still provides a higher 𝑇𝛾 reduction 

than that with the default and HALL®. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A5: T Gamma comparison during 200m curving (a) Wheelset 1. (b)Wheelset 2. 

 

A.3. Physical design for S2 

Table 5 gives the desired parameters for the trailing arm bush with the S2 layout in the lateral 

direction. The longitudinal static stiffness has been reduced to 6.1 MN/m with total 66.6% reduction 

in PYS. The longitudinal dynamic stiffness was designed to be twice the static stiffness because the 

dynamic performance for the rubber bushing in the longitudinal direction has been pre-designed in 

the VAMPIRE® vehicle library. The properties in the vertical, roll, pitch and yaw directions are all kept 

the same as the default, since the performance appears to be insensitive to the properties in these 

directions. 

Table 5: Summary of the desirable properties for the primary suspension to be realised 

 

 

 

 

Below figures demonstrate how the network topology in the lateral direction S2Y is realised with 

Designs A and B. To realise S2Y, there is only one fluid path in Design A while there are two paths in 

Design B.  The detailed interior configurations for both designs can be found in ‘Enhanced trailing arm 

bush designs’.  

Design A  
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Design B  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.4. Conicity Distribution for P8 Wheels and CEN60E2 Rail 

RSSB project T889 included an exercise to measure the worn shape of 400 in-service passenger vehicle 

P8 wheel profiles. Figure A6 shows the spread of equivalent conicities of those wheels, when 

combined with a new CEN60E2 rail profile (calculated using the VAMPIRE® contact data generation 

programme). As shown, there are equivalent conicities up to just under 0.6. The equivalent conicities 

used in simulations for this report have been chosen to broadly cover the range shown in this sample. 

NB In practice worn rail shape and gauge variation also has an influence on equivalent conicity and 

that is not consider in the distribution presented in Figure A6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A6: Equivalent conicities from worn wheel combined with new CEN60E2 rail. 
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A.5. Detailed VUC calculation 

Figure 20 shows the VUC rates calculated using the Network Rail spreadsheet: Vehicle -rate-calcaultor-

v6k-Current-Prices-Ver-1.0. The detailed vehicle data and User defined T Gamma tables for different 

suspension solutions have been listed below, using VAMPIRE® transient analysis with track files based 

on the CP5 VUC guidance document. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Default: BogiePassenger_45t_40yaw 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optimised S2Y: PYS = 13.36 MNm/rad 

User specified TGamma value for surface damage calculation   
Axle 

   

Radius 1 2 3 4 
 

200 376 118 294 103 
 

400 196 4.17 166 5.8 
 

600 110 0.36 83.1 0.87 
 

800 40.8 3.14 40.1 4.04 
 

1000 33.1 4.83 26.8 4.23 
 

1200 21.5 3.83 17 2.59 
 

1400 14.1 2.24 10.7 1.41 
 

1800 7 0.92 5.48 0.63 
 

Vehicle data 
    

 
Vehicle name/class 4 Trailer 

 

      
 

Vehicle type Coach or Multiple Unit  
Number of axles 4 

  

 
Speed (max, mph) 125 

  

 
Speed (operating, mph) 80.9 (Calculated)  
Tare weight (t) 42.35 Seats  0  
Operating weight (t) 42.35 

  

 
Unsprung mass (kg) 1860 

  

 
Curving class User defined 

 

 
Ct factor 

 
0.89 
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2200 4.12 0.58 3.18 0.29 
 

2600 2.55 0.52 1.94 0.27 
 

3000 1.65 0.49 1.16 0.29 
 

4000 0.74 0.42 0.52 0.33 
 

6000 0.35 0.39 0.28 0.31 
 

8000 0.25 0.38 0.24 0.27 
 

10000 0.24 0.3 0.23 0.29 
 

 

HALL®: PYS = 8.94 MNm/rad 

User specified TGamma value for surface damage calculation   
Axle 

   

Radius 1 2 3 4 
 

200 344 92.7 290 76.9 
 

400 178 2.9 146 3.56 
 

600 79.1 0.53 48.4 1.22 
 

800 33.6 3.1 27.1 3 
 

1000 18.9 2.27 14.7 1.59 
 

1200 11.3 1.28 8.28 0.76 
 

1400 6.98 0.56 5.28 0.35 
 

1800 3.45 0.51 2.53 0.19 
 

2200 1.82 0.47 1.32 0.26 
 

2600 1.15 0.45 0.72 0.3 
 

3000 0.78 0.38 0.52 0.29 
 

4000 0.45 0.32 0.4 0.3 
 

6000 0.26 0.36 0.23 0.34 
 

8000 0.24 0.3 0.24 0.29 
 

10000 0.25 0.28 0.26 0.28 
 

 

Physical S1X: PYS = 4.34 MNm/rad 

User specified TGamma value for surface damage calculation   
Axle 

   

Radius 1 2 3 4 
 

200 270 46.2 215 33.8 
 

400 111 1.24 75.3 0.816 
 

600 15.5 0.759 13.1 0.48 
 

800 6.56 0.534 4.98 0.08 
 

1000 2.99 0.467 2.45 0.217 
 

1200 1.86 0.433 1.27 0.287 
 

1400 1.29 0.415 0.794 0.318 
 

1800 0.736 0.409 0.397 0.321 
 

2200 0.473 0.36 0.279 0.333 
 

2600 0.364 0.339 0.262 0.319 
 

3000 0.31 0.338 0.246 0.325 
 

4000 0.257 0.309 0.24 0.312 
 

6000 0.258 0.312 0.268 0.312 
 

8000 0.307 0.266 0.323 0.272 
 

10000 0.312 0.28 0.323 0.283 
 

 


